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Welcome to the MLBB Hero Guide Tutorial In this post, I'm going to show you how to use Curry's mobile legends. I'll explain The Mobile Legends of Curry Passive and Skills, MLBB Curry Build and Emblems, Curry Spells, Mobile Legends Curry Counters. Curry MLBB Strong/Weak, Curry Skills Combo, and finally give you some tips and
tricks on how to play Curry 2020 Effectively.So are you ready to know about Curry? Free MLBB 100K Diamond 2020 No Ban No Scripts Just By Pass Trick We previously discussed how to master the game with other mobile legends, heroes such as Leomord, Harith, Khaled, Tamuz, Kadita, Luo Yi, Claude, Chow. So make sure to check
out these hero guides as well. At this point, let's focus on Karrie.Before Start Guide, if you want the Mobile Legends Mod APK download below Link.Hey Guys Curry is one of the OP MM, it can melt even tanks in seconds in this post I'm going to show you how to play with it in match.4 Upcoming new mobile legends HeroMobile Legends
Curry LanningAs red buff appears on the bot, should Curry go. Each MM takes a red buff between 40 - 45s game time the enemy can steal it by coming at a time. So when there are heroes like grock in the enemy, or mid laner with flame shot take the green monster first. If you directly take the red positive effect, then go for a small crab. It
doesn't give much gold, but it will help you in the farm and there the fighter can try to steal it and you can get killed. How to use the legend of Karrie Mobile? Try to take a big crab before their mid laner comes, but be on the edge to escape. If there is a hero with a retri, try to keep the crab on the opposite side of it. Turtle will spawn around
your second buff, If your team goes for a turtle, follow them if you win the Gank after successfully taking the Turtle and killing one of their Carry Hero. Mobile Legends Curry RotationRoam along with your team and pressure on them by pushing and stealing their farm. If all goes right, your team will get a good farm leader. Then you can't
be stopped. After the turtle focus on clicking, infiltrate the enemy jungle and keep them under pressure. This is the main rotation of MM, if you play in the squad you can use your own Strategy.Best Perfect Mid Lane Hero in MLBB 2020Mobile legends Curry BuildKarrie Passive deals true damage based on HP enemy. This is why many
players try to enhance its true damage by using more true elements of damage. This build helps in running it passive fast as well as making it tanky. MLBB Curry Best BuildOr you can add corrosive tresses to increase its attack rate, besides, but most players don't use it since it maintain more with the tank assembly and it has enough
damage. If the enemy is too much tanked, add DHS to its build with DHS it will melt even tanks in seconds, adding Golden Staff will increase your life to steal, and cause passive DHS along with Curry quickly. Free MLBB 100K Diamond 2020 No No No scripts Just Pass TrickMobile legend Curry (Emblem ConfigurationSince gold staff is
going to lean on Curry not putting a point in critical punch. Electro flash talent is good to run away from enemies when you get ganked Weakness Finder well to slow the enemy from escaping (it's a little aggressive). Flicker is better to escape or retreat if enemy heroes like Hufra, Helcurt or heroes with too much CC, go for purification.
Mobile Legends Curry How's Gank? Curry is different from other MMs, instead of spamming the main attack we spam the 2nd skill, it has more skills dependent on MM. Unlike other MMs, which uses basic attacks more than its second skill hits the target even outside its range and also activates the passive sign. Using the second skill
during ulti, activates the passive even faster as it deals with 2 main attacks. Mobile Legends Curry (Not) Don't Go Against Heroes Who Can Protect Yourself From The Main Attack No, as long as you have 2-3 damaging items, otherwise they're going to get the best out of you. Don't go too much ahead without support, even if you can kill
someone Don't chase a murder (just like I did here) the most important thing is always to be ready to back off, watch out for Map.Who can confront Curry? Curry is the underdog against these heroesCHOU How Chow got a lot of CC skills, he's a disaster for all MMs.MARTIS Same, like Chow, MARTIS CC is real troublesome if using the
right MM has no chance. NATALIA Natalia counter MMs, there is nothing to know about it. There are still many heroes who are the Curry counter, try to use the cleanse more often - use the wind of nature for heroes like Natalia Sabera or Hayabusa.Mobile legends Curry Best AgainstKarrie is great against the lofty heroes of HP Like:--
(Hylos)Hylos got a massive HP bar, the more HP bar the more damage to curry deals. (Johnson) Johnson has huge armor and other MM can take time to kill him, since Curry is doing true damage, he's not a big deal for her. Curry is good at choosing an enemy as enemies are going to pick up a tank, and she can melt even tanks when
the rest of the heroes are grown nothing in front of her. Mobile Legends Curry (Skill Upgrading Order) Get the Mobile Legends Guide App Download our official App.That's all for this How to Play Curry's Mobile Legends tutorial guide, hope you guys get to know it and love it. Please comment if you want more tutorial like this. Mobile
Legends is a game loved by many due to its gameplay and the fact that it is available on mobile devices. The interface is also easy And with so many heroes to choose from, you can surely get hooked. However, if you're new to this kind of games, you may not be able to play it fast, or you may not understand the gameplay on You may
even find it hard to choose a hero that fits your taste. Here's a guide to Curry, one of the great heroes of mobile legends, why you should choose her, and how you'll be able to maximize your abilities and prowess. Who's the U.S., Curry? Curry, a.k.a. Lost Star, belongs to the Tech Marksman class in mobile legends, and her specialty is
Reap/Burst. It was released in 2017 and it is most effective in the middle of the lane. Curry - Yasson from Alagat with human form, but strange legs. She has been trained since she was a child. Curry decided to come to Dawn To break the spell to save her empire. Why choose Curry? Curry is the great Marksman. It can move fast and
beat enemies from afar. It can also deal with significant damage with targets, even those with large HP bars. She is also one of the greatest anti-tank heroes. However, it is weak in terms of protection. Curry Curry's stats are worth 24,000 in battlegrounds and 499 in diamonds. Speed: 240 Physical Attack: 112 Physical Defense: 17Magic
Force: 0Magic Resistance: 10HP: 2498Mana: 440Whical Speed: 0.84HP Regen Rate: 40Mana Regen Rate: 15 Passive Curry Abilities: Passive Lightwheel Curry called Lightwheel Sign, Lightwheel Sign, in which, when Curry attacks, the light mark of the wheel is attached to the target. After four attacks, the true damage done to the target
is revealed. True damage is 7-13% of the maximum HP target. Against Creeps, the damage is up to 300. The Phantom Step One of Curry's active abilities is called Phantom Step (Blink). Using the Phantom step, Curry rushes in a given direction, firing a light wheel to the nearest enemy, dealing with physical damage of 150 (70% of the
total physical ATK), and adding the Lightwheel sign to the target. This skill allows Curry to go through walls and avoid enemies. In Ultimate Curry mode, instead of one flywheel, Curry shoots 2. It has a cooling 2.5s and costs 60 mana. Spinning Lightwheel Second Spinning Lightwheel (Aoe, CC). With this ability, Curry fires light wheels that
slow down enemies by 80% continuously, which lasts for 1s. It also adds a light wheel to the target. This ability is great for clearing lanes and slowing down opponents-Lightwheels 200 (90% total physical ATK) to targets. The spinning Lightwheel has a cooling 8s and costs 130 mana. Speedy Lightwheel And the last of Curry's active
abilities is Speedy Lightwheel (Buff, Explosion). With this skill, Curry enters double possession mode for 6-10s, depending on skill level. However, each light wheel does only half the damage, and the attack rate is reduced by 20%. The good side of this is that it gets two light signs that allow it to use true damage at a higher speed. It has
20s and costs 180 mana. Build and emblems to maximize the passive curry, make sure its assembly is full of damaged items. It will also make Tank. Or you can also add a corrosive braid for its attack rate to increase. If the enemy is tanked, add DHS to her build for her to quickly melt the tanks. The golden staff will increase the life of the
steal. When you start, it is best to buy a magic necklace, and the knife hunter then buys the demon shoes. Demon shoes help to increase the speed of curry and helps in the regeneration of mana. Endless battle is also a great point for Curry as it increases physical attack and mana regeneration. It also increases life steal and speed of
movement and reduces cooling down. Another great thing for Curry is the Blade of Despair, which increases the speed of movement and physical attack. Swift Boots are also high for Curry to have extra attack speed and speed. It's a great starting element. Claws Haa is also a good option for her as it adds a physical attack of 75 and a life
steal of 25%. It's also a great starting point. When getting ganked to quickly run away from enemies, invest in Electro Flash talent. To slow down enemies, Weak Finder is also a great emblem. The Assassin logo does damage at the beginning of the game. Curry's counters and teammates are strong against Tigreal, Cyclops, and Johnson.
Curry is best against heroes with higher HP as it does more harm to them. An example of a hero who has a great HP bar is Hylos. On the other hand, she is weak against Natalia, who is the MMs counter, Chow, who has a lot of CC skills, Martis, who also has a lot of CC skills, and Guinevere. It is compatible with Franco, Gatotkaca, and
Diggie. She also best teamed up with Lolita. Gameplay Tips When updating skills, prioritizes the Phantom Step and Speedy light wheel before updating the spinning Lightweel, as the upgrade of Speedy Lightwheel will increase the duration of the Double Wield mode while improving the Phantom Step causes a decrease in consumption of
CDs and mana. Use Aiges for a battle spell because it provides damage that absorbs the curry shield. Also, use Inspire as it can be used with Ulty Curry. Cleansing is also a great spell of battle against the high heroes of cc. Flicker is best avoided by enemies if they don't have a lot of CC. Use Purify more often against heroes like Natalia,
Sauber and Ayabusa. It's also best for Curry to stay with a tank or CC hero. Since Curry can strike from afar, it's also best for her to stay away from close encounters. Curry's Skins Curry has a total of seven skills: The Lost Star - Her Default StarBladed Mantis - Elite SkinDragon the queen - January 2018 Starlight SkinJester - Halloween
skinHawkwatch - Epic SkinGill-Girl - Epic Skin Skin
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